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FLASH FORWARD|INTO THE 
NEAR FUTURE
Remember Tomorrow is a role-playing game for 2–5 players set in 
the near future. Look at the world today, now flash it forward twenty 
minutes into the future. Sky Cars: Check. Memory Couriers: Check. 
Everything Else: Slightly Changed, huh, how about that?

Somewhere|Everywhere
Remember Tomorrow is set in a place called Somewhere. Maybe it 
was once Glasgow, Düsseldorf, Milan, Reno, Auckland or Hong Kong. 
Everywhere in the world is Somewhere, dig? Make it up as you go, 
building upon elements brought in by the other people around the 
table. And bring your A-game too. Tell us of places you’ve been, read or 
heard about, twenty minutes into the future that’s Somewhere.

Hotels|Airports
People in the world of Remember Tomorrow travel. Always moving. 
They drive cars, fast, ride subway trains, and take planes to Trieste and 
Zürich. Some have homes, which get trashed, broken into or out of, 
while others stay in hotels or a “coffin” at the local airport.

Ever travelled? That’s what these characters do. They are in these places, 
in these moments, doing these things, putting up with this kind of shit. 
Enjoying it. Hating it. Maybe one or both. Feeling it? Sure.

Put your people in motion. It’s our most important product today.

Fashion|Weapons
See the labels? Wear them. Smell the perfume and aftershave. Brand 
loyalty on the olfactory level. Dress up|dress down, style is where it’s at.

And these people are packing heat too: guns, staves, knives, tanks, 
rockets, poison and fists. All balled up and ready to roll. These people 
are armed and dangerous.

See page 44 for lists of Lifestyle, Gear and Weapons. Grab stuff off the 
lists and roll up the manufacturer. While you’re there you might to grab 
some Motivations for them: “Lik Sang makes me want Freedom, today.”
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Sex|Sexuality
This isn’t the mainstream, cookie-cutter, 2.4-children boring life. Oh, 
no. These people have sex and sexuality. They’re on the wild side.

These people stray. And some just want to hold on. Make them bleed, 
cry, fuck and love. Why not? Use the Love Complications on page 45.

And the world has Dolls, or “Synths,” artificial men and women who 
do the jobs we don’t want to. They get used, and abused, as prostitutes 
and soldiers. Who thought the Boyfriend Pillow would end up like that?

We’re All Foreign Here|Currency
Overhear a conversation? It’s in a language you don’t understand with 
a tone you can’t comprehend. English, French, Chinese, German, Finn-
ish, Swahili, Spanish. It’s all the same after a while. Though it’s babble 
from Babylon, you’ll make it through in the end.

Picture a world where everyone in Somewhere is from somewhere else. 
You’re all foreign here. Get over it. You might meet racists, sure, but 
they’re foreigners too, they just don’t see it yet.

As for the money you’ve got a credstick or a card, brimming with 
cash, sometimes. Yen, Euros, Dollars, it’s all much the same on the 
stick when The Exchange tells you the current rate. Chip and pin, baby. 
You can’t buy a candy bar for a Euro without getting it on EFTPOS. 
Electronic Funds Transfer at Point Of Sale, it’s the way of the future. It’s 
here already in New Zealand, my friends, but twenty minutes into the 
future it’s everywhere.

Cyberware|Artificiality
How far cyberware has developed twenty minutes into the future is up 
to you to decide. Mirrorshades? Sure. Artificial eyes, ears and limbs? 
Some of that stuff is here already. Monofilament thumb-tips? Maybe 
not. Artificial Intelligence and Artificial Life are here, too, but how 
prevalent, loved, loathed, functional and/or trusted is up to you.

Make it up in game and just roll-with it. If it goes too far then simply say 
so. The group will find the boundaries there and then. Build a world.

See page 44 for brand names and gear; a few rolls, or picks, and you’ve 
got your ERMA Razor Hands, a Dornier VTOL and some Plessey Dolls.
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Playing The Game
Here are the basics about playing Remember Tomorrow. At least one 
of the players should have read, and be familiar with, the whole book.

Players|Controllers
Everyone taking part in a game of Remember Tomorrow is a Player. 
They all take on the roles of fictional characters in a near-future world. 
A role-playing game (RPG) is a conversation with the players as the 
writers, actors, and audience, making a story, now, with their play.

Like many RPGs Remember Tomorrow uses dice. They’re ten-sided and 
called d10s; you’ll need about 10 dice. Unlike other RPGs there isn’t 
a GamesMaster (or GM). The players take turns at being in control of 
scenes. When doing so they’re a bit like a GM and called the Controller.

Characters
The world of Remember Tomorrow has many characters. The most 
significant ones are coined PCs (Player Characters). Some PCs are 
“held” and available to just one player, while others are “pooled” and 
are open to anyone. Opposing the PCs are Factions, played by the 
Controller of a scene. Minor characters, such as members of Factions, 
are called NPCs (Non-Player Characters) and are freely played by 
anyone. Be interested in all the characters in play and the ongoing story.

Scenes|Resolution
The game is played in a sequence of scenes. Players take turns at being 
Controller and choosing the scene type. They can introduce a new PC 
or Faction. They can antagonize someone else’s PC using a Faction or a 
PC (and they can gain an Edge die if they use a Faction or Pooled PC). 
Or they can cut a deal between their own “held” PC and a Faction.

The Controller has the authority for the scene and other PCs or NPCs 
can be brought into the scene with the permission of the Controller.

At the end of the scene some fiction will have been resolved, dice may 
have been rolled, and perhaps some characters will have been affected. 
Play then proceeds with the player sitting to the left of the Controller 
now becoming the new Controller for the next scene.

An Episode of play ends when there are three “exits” from the fiction: 
i.e. three PCs or Factions are “written out” of the story (either through 
success or failure). Play can continue with many Episodes.
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